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CNEPN chooses TestWe
Marie Christine Capdeviole, Head Teacher and
Professor at the School of Notaries of Paris
We had the chance to interview one of our first user, Marie Christine Capdeviole, to
get her feedback on what impact TestWe had on her job, and on her students.

> She first tested TestWe year ago, in 2015, on the
majority of her classes, and still uses it today
> The School of Notaries is one of the best law
school in France since its creation in 2011
> It is affiliated to the network Sorbonne
Universities, representing more than 58 000
students, 7 685 teachers and 5 200 doctors

1.

“TestWe saves teacher’s time by helping them do more
complete, accurate and constructive corrections on copies”

Or simply helps teachers work less time by doing the same amount of efforts as before. So no doubts on that,
TestWe is a time saver. We asked her why and she had a simple answer: “Simple design, simple to use”.

2.

For students, “TestWe prepares
them to their future job”

Indeed, Mrs. Capdeviole seemed very enthusiastic about TestWe’s impact on her students. Most of them
like TestWe. After a brief transition and even though technical issues have occurred during their exams (like
a student’s laptop rebooting due to updates, we all knew once this problem), TestWe is now part of their
academic habits.
It’s not even a question of who will cheat and how to prevent them not to, told us Mrs. Capdeviole, for when
students come to you affirming that “with you (Mrs. Capdeviole), we don’t even try to, we know we won’t be able
to cheat”, you feel quite certain your students will make sure they’ll learn more for their exams.

3.

Last notes

Finally, as she told us, TestWe is a product that responds to her needs, affirming that the most important values
for her organization and exam planning were security first, simplicity and comfort second.
What about ecology? Crucial of course, but paper still is an important support, at least for this area of study, said
Marie-Christine, adding she still gives a piece of paper for students to write on, and the entire exam printed on
another.
Marie-Christine Capdeviole is one of the first user of TestWe platform. Professor at the Institut des Métiers du
Notariat at Strasbourg, she experienced it on the majority of her classes.

“Simple design, simple to use.”
Marie-Christine

Results?

The platform let her optimize greatly her work time, while giving more quality to her corrections and comments on
student’s assessments.
Security is a crucial point for the school faculty and our solution provided it. Cheating has vanished during exams.
Finally, students adopted the solution and don’t want to take an exam on paper anymore.

